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International Balloons 

Airport #LMAB15 
   

In almost 70 days, Pilâtre de Rozier Organisation will launch the 

14th edition of Lorraine Mondial Air Ballons® (#LMAB15). Two 

daily aerostatic ballets (morning and evening) will punctuate the 

days full of surprises with many activities on the ground and in the 

air. The whole world meets from July 24th to August 2nd, 2015, on 

the balloons airport of Chambley Planet'Air (Meurthe-et-Moselle / 

Lorraine / France). An unforgettable show "Nowhere else" we live 

only every two years! 

 

For ten days on the International Balloons Airport, LMAB® is 

divided into 4 districts along the runways: “BallonVille Public”, 

“BallonVille Pilote”, “BallonVille Organisation”, and “BallonVille 

Partenaire”. An event for everybody where you can access all the 

(im)possible and (in)conceivable activities. 

Flagship Area: the one of public. It is accessible from the car parks 

(entrance and parking offered by the Regional Council of Lorraine 

and the partners), by the large boulevard Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. 

From the entrance on the side of Hangar Balloon, near the central 

Information Booth, the Village of Tourism presents the wealth of 

the region. You have to visit the Aéromusée Pilâtre de Rozier (the 

history of the base and the one of ballooning) with its shop of 

"balloon" products (goodies, caps, t-shirts, sweatshirts and more) to 

the LMAB® effigy. 

 

Along the boulevard, we find the Village of Exhibitors (local 

producers, artisans and merchants). On the esplanade, leisure 

area to spend good time. At the heart of BallonVille Public, 

entertainment stage (with radio of the site "Good Morning 

Chambley") allows every day to win balloon flights. And also the 

 

 

A taste of LMAB®, the 

Ascension Days are held from 

May 14th to 17th with balloons 

flights every night. More 

information on Chambley 

Planet'Air 
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"Air Workshops" presents from astronomy to aerospace through 

aviation. Children can build little balloons, water rockets and learn 

the secrets of weather on the weather area with “Météo Lor'” and 

“Air Lorraine”, astronomy area with “CIACANE”, the Aerophoto, the 

Garden of the Wind, and the “selfie” stands. 

 

Another point of attraction, the Village of Sport with the Regional 

Olympic Sports Committee (CROS) of Lorraine and the Directorate 

of Sports (of the Lorraine region), you can learn about athletics, 

duathlon (running and bike), climbing, roller skate, and handball. 

 

Among the six hangars (along the boulevard), the Interfederal 

Regional Committee of Air Sports (CRISA) offers an exhibition of 

flying machines in the Hangar Glider. The bravest people can 

enter "in the belly of a balloon" and follow the ballet of the remote-

controlled model balloons with “Mini Ball Passion”. Also find the 

museum of air photography in the Hangar Helicopter and an 

exhibition of microlights in the Hangar Microlight. 

 

The entertainment starts at 4 pm on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 

and Fridays. At 11 am on Wednesday (Children's Day). And at 2 

pm on Saturdays and Sundays. Each night, an evening is offered 

(astronomy, model balloons takeoffs) and the "Night Line" 

(swelling of balloons). 

 

A lot of reasons to discover the exceptional event that is Lorraine 

Mondial Air Ballons® on Chambley Planet'Air. The 14th edition is 

"Nowhere else"! 
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